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Cedarwood is complete!
Winner of the Northern Design Awards 2010.
Nestled deep within the established plot the simple series of refined linear buildings
blend seamlessly and capture the innate natural beauty of their setting. Strategically
positioned the buildings provide an array of landscaped courtyards each with its own distinct
character.
The natural slate roof lines, which float effortlessly over the buildings, provide shelter and
protection from the elements. The purity of the roof forms are further enhanced by the use of
recessed guttering and concealed down-pipes.
Constructed from a rigid steel frame the buildings are clad externally in Western Red Cedar,
which has a superior natural durability and resistance to moisture, decay and insect damage. The
use of Cedar provides a strong visual connection and roots the buildings within its landscape.
Click for full project description.

Wildflower Centre. This is a unique and exciting project provides a new
gateway for the enrichment of life, learning and joining with nature in
enveloping ourselves within its ecosystem. Our building inspires though
its connection between humans and nature responding through its timebased visual colour changing roof canopy, environmentally controlled air
flow, water collection and energy use.
International Competition - Shortlisted Finalists from 144 teams £5million
Click for full project description.

Another year drawing to a
close...this year we have seen a
lot of on site construction works
and even more prestigious
awards. We are looking
forwards to more success in
2012!

• International Design and
Architecture Awards 2011Shortlisted in the Residential
£2.5-5 million category
• International Property
Awards 2011- Highly
Commended in Office
Architecture
• Hertfordshire Building
Futures Award 2011Shortlisted
• Bedfordshire Association of
Architects- Best New House
2011
Olympic Residence.Found on the seafront of the Cypriot city Limassol,
this apartment takes up an entire floor of an exciting residential block
that makes the most of exquisite views across the Mediterranean Sea.
Our involvement came at the detail design stage, where we were
appointed to remodel the design and develop an exciting and individual
interior. The material palette is simple, employing white, black and wood
as the key components. The holistic approach has allowed for the
true execution of the design concepts.
Click here for a full project description.
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t: 01525 406677

e: info@nicolastyearchitects.co.uk
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Nicolas Tye Architects is a RIBA Chartered Practice based in central England working on projects all over the
United Kingdom and Internationally. We are a design focused world class multiple award winning studio
and pride ourselves with the highest quality of service to our clients.

